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100 Killer Resources for Entrepreneurs and Creative Pro’s

Over the last few years, one of the most popular sections of our brand•muse 
newsletter has been the one that is dedicated to sharing new resources. Resources 
like new software, websites, services, apps, books and inspiration. Everyone, it 
seems loves to be introduced to new resources!

Being an entrepreneur or a creative professional is a rewarding path to take, but it 
can also be a demanding one. We are constantly in need of new tools, new 
solutions, to help run our businesses better and more efficiently. Additionally, we 
are also tasked with providing our clients and partners with products and services 
that inspire, create value and drive their businesses forward. This is where 
resources like these come in handy.

Not only can you use these resources to improve your own business, but you can 
also share them with your clients, your followers or your business partners to help 
them as well. They’ll thank you for it!

We have shared over 400 resources in brand•muse over the years, and this is only 
Volume 1 of what will undoubtedly be an ongoing series of resource lists. I hope 
you enjoy them as much as our brand•muse subscribers have. If you do, please 
follow the link above to subscribe, too.

We also have a favor to ask. If you have any resources that you think are kick-ass, 
please reach out to us through our website to share them with us - so we can pass 
them on to an even wider audience. It’s a sharing economy right?

We hope you enjoy them - and keep an eye out for Volume 2 soon!

www.philipvandusen.com



TOGGL:  A fantastic free project timer + tracker. We use it at Verhaal. 

HUBSPOT: CRM tool: the free level is actually very robust.

SLACK: Great communication tool for project teams that I'm using with my 
mastermind groups.

FREE CONFERENCE CALLING: Not only is it totally free for up to 1000 
participants, but you can record and download mp3's of your calls.

ENVATO: A huge digital product marketplace for everything you need for your 
next creative project from website themes to html code to stock footage.

PIKTOCHART: Easy to use infographic maker. Really cool.

XMIND: Mind mapping software. My go-to app to organize my idea tornados. 
The free version is all you need.

ADOBE SPARK: It's like Canva for video. You didn't even know you needed this, 
but let me tell you, you do. Oh, and it's free.

THE HUSTLE: An awesome daily email of what's important in business, tech, 
and culture and what it means.

WHAT THE FONT: Curious what that font is? Here's an easy way to find out.

RELAYTHAT: Branded graphics that design themselves. Even as a designer, 
I need this to streamline my social media content promotion.

GOOGLE KEEP: A note taking app that is beautiful, efficient, and is available 
everywhere and anywhere. Evernote-ish, but without all the stuff you don't 
need.

100 KILLER RESOURCES
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https://www.toggl.com/
https://www.hubspot.com/
https://slack.com/intl/en-ph/
https://www.freeconferencecalling.com/
https://market.envato.com/
https://piktochart.com/
https://www.xmind.net/
https://spark.adobe.com/sp/
https://thehustle.co/
https://www.myfonts.com/WhatTheFont/
https://www.relaythat.com/
https://www.google.com/keep/


100 KILLER RESOURCES

BITLY: URL shortener and link management platform - I pity tha' fool who tries 
to tweet without it.

LIQUIDSPACE: My go-to meeting room resource. Find and book monthly or 
hourly workspaces in NYC, Boston, LA or SF.

SMARTMOCKUPS: Create product screenshots for free with just a few clicks.

HASHTAGIFY: Discover the top hashtags to supercharge your Tweets. 

DESIGNER’S BLOCK: Simple and fun help for anyone with "creative block."

BLINKIST: Over 1,000 different book summaries for non-fiction bestsellers that 
you can read in just 15 minutes apiece. Know a little about a hella lot.

LANDINGFOLIO: Landing page inspiration. Website design doesn't stand still. 
Neither should yours.

20 PLACES TO FIND FREE VECTOR ART: If you can't find that elusive vector file 
at one of these sites, you're just gonna have to make it yourself.

TYPEGENIUS: Picks fonts that work with other fonts. Gotta love it.

PLACEIT: Instant iPhone mock-ups and demo videos. No Photoshop needed!

SMALLPDF: Compresses pdfs online. Where have you been all my life?

MANDALA LOGO CREATOR: 270 design elements to help you create mandalas 
for your designs. Because who doesn't need more mandalas? 

SHAKR: Choose from hundreds of video designs to make your own professional-
looking video in minutes.
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https://bitly.com/
https://liquidspace.com/
https://smartmockups.com/
https://hashtagify.me/
https://austinwebsite.design/
https://www.blinkist.com/
https://www.landingfolio.com/
https://www.creativebloq.com/graphic-design/best-places-free-vector-art-1012985
https://typegenius.com
https://placeit.net/
https://smallpdf.com/
www.designcuts.com/product/mandalas-logo-creator/
https://www.shakr.com
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PEXELS: Some of the best free stock photos in one place. Cuz bad stock 
sucks.

REVUE: It's like Tumblr for newsletters. But without all the trolls.

PRISMA: Prisma transforms your photos into artworks using the styles of 
famous artists. Way fun.

SKYPE MEETINGS: Google Hangout competition that looks strong for once.

TRUEBILL: A great way to track and manage all your paid subscriptions (that 
act like a faucet drip on your bank account).

CANON EOS 80D DLSR CAMERA: My new camera for YouTube videos. It's 
simply amazing - the price/value equation is sick.

HOURS: Beautiful and powerful time tracking software that syncs everywhere.

BUILTWITH: Tells you what platform a website is built on, and lots of other 
stuff.

POCKET: A website and Chrome plugin that lets you save web pages and 
articles in a reading list. You can add tags, too - which makes searching easy.

DEEPART: Turn your pics into artsy masterpieces using algorithms.

ARTISTO:  Like Prisma, but it transforms your videos into artworks using the 
styles of famous artists. 

PIKAZO: Like Deepart, it's an A.I. universal art machine that paints any image 
in the style of any other.

GLIF: An adjustable clip that connects your iPhone to a tripod. Very handy. 
Look at the pics on the site and you'll see you needed one.
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https://www.pexels.com/
https://www.getrevue.co/explore
https://prisma-ai.com/
https://www.skype.com/en/business/
https://www.truebill.com/
https://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/product/1225876-REG/canon_1263c005_eos_80d_dslr_camera.html
https://www.hourstimetracking.com/
https://builtwith.com//
https://getpocket.com/
https://deepart.io/
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/artisto-free-video-editor/id1137893020
http://www.pikazoapp.com/
https://www.studioneat.com/products/glif


100 KILLER RESOURCES

LOOK UP: A plugin app that blurs your screen to force you to take breaks for 
your eye's sake.

UNBOUNCE: Build, Publish & A/B Test Landing Pages Without I.T. - Landing 
Pages for Marketers.

ARTHUR: Effortlessly optimize some of your Mac's hidden settings. 

DESIGNSPIRATION: Like Pinterest for design inspiration without all the 
mason jars, recipes and shoes.

PRODUCT HUNT: Where I find some of the cool resources I share here - 
actually worth subscribing to the email alerts.

VERTEXT: Lots of free Excel templates of things like calendars, budgets, 
project schedules and gantt charts. Because sometimes you need that stuff - 
and it ain't fun to make them from scratch.

AWWWARDS: Keeps tabs on all the best design and interface trends and 
news in the web design world.

DEVIANTART: A pure artwork hub. From traditional to digital artwork, this is 
your ultimate solution. Creative brain food.

ENTREPRENEUR INSPIRATION: A curated page of stories and articles for 
startup inspiration. Beats a fluffy Instagram quote any day of the week.

PUBLICDOMAINPHOTOS: New 100% Free Stock Photos. Every. Single. Week.

PEEK: Peek is a live stream platform which enables you to go live at a venue. 
Or stalk one before you go. Free and fun. 9/10 for the hilarious website copy.
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http://www.96problems.com/look-up
https://unbounce.com/
http://arthur-osx.com/
https://www.designspiration.net/
https://blog.producthunt.com/
https://www.vertex42.com/
https://www.awwwards.com/
https://www.deviantart.com/
https://www.entrepreneur.com/topic/inspiration
https://www.publicdomainarchive.com/
https://peek.rocks
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LEARNDASH: Wordpress platform for hosting and selling video courses. Super 
affordable and headache free.

CLARITY.FM: Instantly connects you with battle-tested advice from 
entrepreneurs and business experts. Or sign up and sell your expertise - get 
paid by the minute.

EMAIL MARKETING COURSE: A totally free email marketing video course 
on our favorite education platform Skillshare. Worth your time.

GSUITE: Googles business suite of email, apps, support. All for only $5 a user 
per/mo. At Verhaal we'd be lost without them.

MATERIAL DESIGN: Google's design tenet for creation on the web. Geek-out 
on the latest in web design aesthetics trend.

HOOTSUITE: and the Chrome plug-in Hootlet in particular is a must-have 
combo. Schedule your tweets and social media posts in advance, in bulk. 
A huge time saver to a huge time-suck problem.

INTERNET ARCADE: File Under "All Work and No Play...". 900 vintage arcade 
games free on your browser. You're welcome.

JAMBOARD: Googles $6k whiteboard looks really cool and is actually pretty 
useful.

STOCKSY.COM: Interactive timeline of well-known companies. Great for 
getting context on an article you're reading or a project you're starting. Also 
just fun from a branding perspective.

GETIDEAS.IO: Collaborative user driven platform for anyone to find or request 
ideas. It's in its launch infancy. Could be promising. Quora-ish.
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https://www.learndash.com/
https://clarity.fm/
https://www.skillshare.com/classes/Email-Marketing-for-E-Commerce-Tips-and-Tools-to-Increase-Sales-Learn-with-Mailchimp/936610905
https://gsuite.google.com/
https://material.io/design/
https://hootsuite.com/
https://archive.org/details/internetarcade
https://blog.google/products/g-suite/jamboard-whiteboard-reimagined-collaboration-cloud/
https://www.stocksy.com
https://getideas.io/
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DRIBBLE: Dribble is show and tell for designers. Inspiring, fun and a great 
way to stay up to date on the latest design trends.

AMAZONGO: Amazon does retail with zero checkout enabled by lots of creepy 
tech.

THE OUTLINE: A new kind of website with a new kind of format for news and 
storytelling. If nothing else the design feels bold and fresh.

ADOBE EXPERIENCE DESIGN CC: The first all-in-one cross-platform tool 
for designing and prototyping websites and mobile apps.

CINTIQ 27 QHD: A giant 27" dream of a digital display wacom tablet that 
will make your palms get all sweaty - and your wallet significantly lighter.

SKETCH: They call it Bohemian Coding. An interesting professional digital 
design app for Mac - with power and speed in an easy-to-use package.

PIXTELLER: A cool, free online graphics creator. Like PShop Elements, Canva, 
and the cool crunchiness of MacPaint rolled into one.

VIDLERY: Free animated backgrounds for your homepage.

SCRIPTED: Buy writing content for your blog, social media, articles, white 
papers. Membership + fee per/article. Looks legit and nice creds. But of course, 
I write brand•muse myself. No really, I do.

COOLORS: Like Adobe Kuler, Coolors is a super fast color schemes generator 
for cool designers. Simple. Easy. Free.

NAMEMESH: A generator for endless ideas of obtainable domain names.

MEMORY: An intelligent timeline of everything you did in a day.
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https://dribbble.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrmMk1Myrxc&feature=youtu.be
https://theoutline.com/post/349/a-story-about-discovery?zd=1&zi=m6crhjxo
https://www.adobe.com/products/xd.html
https://www.wacom.com/en-gb/products/cintiq-27-qhd-touch
https://www.sketch.com/
https://pixteller.com/
http://vidlery.com/
https://www.scripted.com/
https://coolors.co
https://www.namemesh.com/
https://timelyapp.com/memory/
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PIXLR: Free online Photoshop-like photo editing. Open, edit, save. Surprisingly 
deep functionality and all for free.

GOALS IN GOOGLE CALENDAR: You can now track your fitness goals and 
other goals, like learning a language or playing an instrument, in Google 
Calendar.

AMAZON CHIME: Amazon's Skype competitor that transforms online 
meetings with a secure, easy-to-use application.

VENTURE READS: Curated collection of articles about Venture Capital, 
startups and founders.

MIXMAX: Awesome Gmail add-on, powerful tracking, automation, scheduling 
and more.

BEAR:  A beautiful, flexible writing app for crafting notes and prose. Bear 
works on iPhone, iPad, and Mac.

CONNECTING SLACK + NIICE: Now you can share Niice inspiration boards 
with Slack teams and create notifications to track activity, edits, etc. Schweet.

THE NOUND PROJECT: Icons for everything in every color. Super cheap at 
$1.99 and royalty free. Good quality design to boot.

GSTRIPE ATLAS: The easiest way to set up an internet based company. I 
needed this a couple years ago, so badly. But it's here now. Amazing.

SIGNBOT: Making the email signature great again. Limited, but easy and free. 
Easy is good cuz coding signatures is a pain.

SPARK: Elegant, beautiful and intelligent email app for Apple products.
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https://pixlr.com/editor/
https://blog.google/products/calendar/track-your-new-years-fitness-goals-with-google-calendar/
https://aws.amazon.com/chime/
http://venturereads.top/
https://mixmax.com/
https://bear.app/
https://help.niice.co/connect-to-slack-cec4d215e495#.iqaprqt0c
https://thenounproject.com/
https://stripe.com/atlas
http://ww7.botwtf.com/
https://sparkmailapp.com/
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ORISTANDO: Totally cheap, totally excellent folding standing desk for your 
laptop. It's cardboard, so $29 is kind-of a lot, but if you don't want to build one 
yourself, they ship 'em.

PEXELS VIDEOS: Completely free stock video from one of my fav stock 
groups. High-end aesthetics, non-sucky motion stock.

FIGMA: Interface design app with real-time collaboration. Takes the headache 
out of syncing, versioning and maintaining the most up-to-date assets.

FACEBOOK GROUP VIDEO: FB is finally launching the most requested 
Messenger feature — the ability to video chat in groups.

GOOGLE AUTORDRAW: Sketch really badly then Google uses AI to turn it into 
something resembling a drawing. Geez, $100k for a BFA seems nuts right 
about now.

AUTONOMOUS STANDING DESK: This DIY kit version of their motorized 
standing desk is totally affordable at $249, plus you can put any table top you 
want on it. A must for us fussy designery types.

FONTJOY: Font Pairings made super easy. The goal of font pairing is to select 
fonts that share an overarching theme yet have a pleasing contrast.

HTTPS EVERYWHERE: A Chrome extension. With “black hats” poised to 
track your every online move, making sure you are on a secure HTTPS website is 
the baseline for personal online data security.

MOUNTIE: This cool gizmo lets you mount an iPad on the side of your Macbook 
to create a mini 2nd monitor on the go. Genius.

LIST OF TOOLS FOR CONTENT CREATORS: This list is the shizzzit. Really. 
Do yourself a favor and bookmark it.
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https://oristand.co/
https://www.pexels.com/videos/
https://www.figma.com/
https://newsroom.fb.com/news/2016/12/introducing-group-video-chat-in-messenger/
https://www.autodraw.com/
https://www.autonomous.ai/
https://fontjoy.com
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/https-everywhere/gcbommkclmclpchllfjekcdonpmejbdp/
https://tenonedesign.com/mountie
https://www.cornerstonecontent.com/essential-tools-content-creators/
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GROVEMADE: Some of the most tastefully designed Mac computer desktop 
customization accessories and "furniture" I've seen. They'll set you back mad 
duckets though.

COLLECTUI.COM: Collected and curated inspirational screenshots of over 
7000 UI examples.

DESIGN PICKLE: Personal graphic designer on retainer for $370/mo. No 
design limits. Unlimited revisions. We're not endorsing, just keeping our eyes 
open.

DRAWERINGS: Amazingly addictive mandala design app. Don't know what
a mandala is? Doesn't matter. You're going to be a master mandala maker in 
about 10 seconds. Available for your iPhone, or laptop. 

AMAZON ECHO LOOK: Echo now has a camera and wants to watch you get 
dressed. I guess so they can tell you if 'your butt looks big in this?'.

ARCHETYPE: Create beautiful, consistent typography in the browser and 
export it to CSS to send to your developer - so they don't have to dig into a PSD 
or InDesign file to get what they need to code it. Brilliantly visual way to design 
web type.

THE NEW IMAC PRO: A drop dead gorgeous gunmetal grey total beast of a 
machine that I have on my desk right now.

MAGENTA.AS: Day-in-the-life stories from the trenches of design, tech, 
branding and entrepreneurship.
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https://grovemade.com/desk-collection/
http://collectui.com/
https://designpickle.com/
http://www.drawerings.com/draw
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0186JAEWK
https://archetypeapp.com/
https://www.apple.com/imac-pro/
https://magenta.as/?gi=deb93d33db09


   A Message from Philip

Hi there!

Thank you so much for downloading 
“100 Killer Resources for Creative Pro’s and 
Entrepreneurs”.

My goal is to help your brand succeed. One 
of the best ways to make that happen is to 
stay on top of the best tools, apps, websites, Saas’s and services that are 
available to leverage in your business.

So, my plan with this .pdf is to share in one document 100 of the best resources 
we have published in our brand•muse newsletter. Our resources section is 
consistently the most-clicked part of our newsletter, so we wanted to make sure 
you get them all without having to wade through 85 newsletters. (and counting!)

This is only Volume 1! We already have Volumes 2 and 3 in the works and are 
excited to share every one of the killer resources we discover and think will be 
valuable to you in your business.

As always, I gladly welcome your feedback and and hope you will join me in the 
process of discovering and sharing the best resources the internet has to offer. I 
welcome your contribution and hope you will share with us some of the resources 
you’ve discovered, too!

~Philip VanDusen

www.philipvandusen.com




